cates summation with respect to this subscript over the range 1, • • • , n. The scalar product ufOj of two vectors is denoted simply by uv. If ce is a scalar, â is its complex conjugate, and for a vector u we write ü for [#»•] . For a matrix ikf=||M;j|| we use M for the conjugate matrix |[lf t y||, M for the transpose matrix || Afj*||, and M* for the conjugate transpose ||M,-»||. Finally, if the elements of M are differentiate functions, the matrix of derivatives is denoted by M'\ similarly, if the components of u are differentiate functions, we write u'= [uj ] .
2. Self-conjugate adjoint systems. Using the notation of the preceding paragraph, the differential system which we shall consider involves the vector differential equations and the two-point boundary conditions (j=l, --• , n) , form n linearly independent solutions of the linear equations Mp~Nq = 0, the system adjoint to (2.1) is (see B.I, p. 565),
we shall term the conjugate of (2.2), and the conjugate adjoint of (2.1). Clearly if the elements of A (x), B(x), M, and N are real, the elements of P and Q may be chosen real, and in this case system (2.3) is identical with (2.2). In general, if u -u(x) is a solution of (2.3) for a value X, then z = ü(x) is a solution of (2.2) for the corresponding conjugate value X. The system (2.1) will be called self-conjugate adjoint if it is equivalent to (2.3) under a linear transformation u s =T(x) y, where the elements of T are complex-valued functions which are continuous and have continuous derivatives on ab, and the determinant of T is different from zero on this interval. For brevity, a nonsingular matrix T(x) whose elements have continuous derivatives on ab will be termed an admissible transformation matrix. Relations (2.4) follow immediately upon the substitution of u = Ty in (2.3). In order for the linear equations s|j]=0 to be equivalent to the set t[u] = 0 under this transformation, it is seen to be necessary and sufficient that there exist a nonsingular constant matrix C such that
and since P*ikf* -Q*iV* = 0, it is readily seen that (2.5) is equivalent to (2.6). If the coefficients of the system (2.1) are real and T is assumed to be real, conditions (2.4), (2.5) are of course exactly those obtained by Bliss (B.I, p. 569).
3. Definitely self-conjugate adjoint systems. Corresponding to the modified definition of definitely self-adjoint systems with real coefficients as given by Bliss in B.II, we say that the system (2.1) is definitely self-conjugate adjoint if there is an admissible transformation matrix T with respect to which it is self-con jugate adjoint, and the corresponding matrix S(x) ^T*(x)B(x) satisfies the conditions:
(i) S(x) is positive semi-definite and hermitian; that is, S(x) =^S*(x) and for arbitrary vectors y the form yS(x)y is nonnegative.
(ii) If y(x)j£0 is a solution of system (2.1) for some value X, then y(x)S(x)y(x)fâO on ab.
THEOREM 3.1. All the characteristic values of a definitely self-conjugate adjoint system (2.1) are real.
For if y(x) is a characteristic solution of (2.1) corresponding to a characteristic value X, then z=T(x)y(x)
is a solution of (2.2) for the conjugate value X. From the differential equations of (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain 
which, in view of the above hypotheses (i) and (ii), is impossible. Hence all the characteristic values of (2.1) are real.
Without loss of generality one may replace in (2.1) the parameter X by Xa where a is an arbitrary nonzero complex number. This is equivalent to replacing the matrix JB(x)=||5^(^)|| by aB(x) =\\aBij(x)\\. We therefore have the following theorem: As for the case of a definitely self-adjoint system with real coefficients (see B.I I), one may proceed directly to show that for a definitely self-conjugate adjoint system the index of a characteristic value is equal to its multiplicity, and derive certain expansion theorems in terms of its characteristic solutions. In view of Theorem 3.1, however, the consideration of the existence of characteristic values and related expansion theorems for a definitely self-conjugate adjoint system (2.1) is reducible to the same consideration for an associated definitely self-adjoint system with real coefficients.
Corresponding to a square w-rowed matrix i? = ||ir t y|| = Klj+ ( -l) 1/2 Kl\\ the corresponding script letter ^ shall denote the square 2w-rowed matrix If the system (2.1) is self-con jugate adjoint with respect to an ad« missible transformation matrix T(x), then the corresponding matrix T5(x) is an admissible transformation matrix with respect to which (3.2) is self-adjoint. Moreover, if (2.1) is definitely self-con jugate adjoint with respect to an admissible transformation matrix T(x), then the real system (3.2) is definitely self-adjoint with respect to ^(x). The relations (2.4), (2.5) and conditions (i), (ii) may be verified directly. They are, however, immediate consequences of the fact that the algebra of square w-rowed matrices K with complex elements is equivalent to the algebra of square 2w-rowed matrices i£ of the form (3.1), with real elements.
4.
A special matrix differential equation. In §2 we have shown that conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are necessary and sufficient for system (2.1) to be self-con jugate adjoint with respect to an admissible transformation matrix T(x). The first relation of (2.4) 
T = H(x)T+ TK(x) is of the form T(x) = U(x)CV(x), where U(x) is a fundamental matrix solution^ of U' =H(x)U, V(x) is a fundamental matrix solution of V' = VK(x), and C is an arbitrary constant matrix. In particular, if
To prove the general form of T(x) we have merely to write (x) . Consequently, the question of whether or not there is an admissible transformation matrix T with respect to which system (2.1) is self-con jugate adjoint is equivalent to the question of whether or not there is a nonsingular constant matrix C which satisfies with a fundamental matrix solution
In conclusion, we shall give an application of Theorem 4.1 to nonlinear matrix differential equations of the form
where the elements of E(x) and R(x) are continuous on the interval ab. and stated specifically $ the assumption that the determinant of the difference of two solutions of this equation be different from zero on the entire interval considered. In view of the above theorem one may simply assume that this determinant is not identically zero on the interval.
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